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Shaped by experience. Tested in thousands of homes. Motivated by love.

This is the "Way of Cats." When we learn their special ways, we have our own ways to get the cooperation and

affection we crave. Discover the ways to train our cat out of bad behavior, solve perplexing care issues, enhance their

physical and mental health, and grab the key to their heart.

As someone with decades of cat rescue experience, Pamela Merritt started the popular blog Way of Cats to see if her

tips and tricks worked for other people and their cats. They did! Now the book her fans have been waiting for

explains cat communication, boundless affection, and how to do each other favors. Even with multiple cats, there

are ways to create harmony in the home... and cuddling on the couch.

There's lots of examples, described with the able help of her own four rescue cats. Reverend Jim was abused and

neglected, Princess Olwyn almost died from failure to thrive, Sir Tristan was abandoned and fostered from the age of

three weeks, and Mithrandir the Magician is a recovering feral who now gets scooped up for hugs.

Now, in one book, there's a complete Cat System for maximum enjoyment of these graceful, charming, and

affectionate pets. Try out special Cat Affection Moves, learn how to speak Cat, and realize the ways to let them know

what is right and wrong.

Reap the joy!
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